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Explore the Ancient Art of Numerology! March 2016 Expanded Third Edition Are you fascinated by

figures? Do you feel special connections with numbers? Do you find emotion and meaning in

mathematics? If so, youâ€™ll love this March 2016 Expanded Third Edition of Numerology:

Divination and Numerology: Fortune Telling, Success in Career & Health, Love & Relationships,

Health & Well Being â€“ Fortune Telling with Numbers to Reveal Your Future. This insightful guide

explains the basics of this rich and powerful tradition. Youâ€™ll learn the history, origins, and types

of numerology â€“ and how modern people use them to navigate their lives. This fascinating book

makes numerology fun and easy! Youâ€™ll also learn the esoteric meanings of many popular and

beloved numbers: The Independent Leader The Kind Diplomat The Optimist Creative The Reliable

Hard-Worker The Freedom-Loving Thrill-Seeker The Responsible Nurturer The Philosophical

Analyst The Business-Minded Organizer The Emphatic Humanitarian What can you do to succeed?

How can be fruitful and nourish yourself and others? What will you discover on your life-path? With

the amazing knowledge in this insightful book, youâ€™ll find out whatâ€™s in store for you in the

near and far future. With the enjoyable divination practice of numerology, youâ€™ll discover how to

create your Numerology Profile and fulfill your life goals! This book introduces the numerology of

many sacred texts and ancient cultures: Chaldean Name Analysis The Chinese Magic Square

System Indian Numerical Systems Kabbalistic Numerology Classical Greek Pythagorean Geometry

and Mysticism Youâ€™ll even learn about lucky, unlucky, and karmic debt numbers! With this

detailed and expansive book, youâ€™ll enter a new world of wisdom and math magic! Your wellness

is connected to the numerology in your everyday surroundings and environment and expands into

Astrology, Star Signs, and Zodiac Signs. You can develop acceptance, understand numerology

compatibility numbers, and even open you numerology center! Donâ€™t wait another minute to

know your destiny â€“ Read Numerology: Divination and Numerology: Fortune Telling, Success in

Career & Health, Love & Relationships, Health & Well Being â€“ Fortune Telling with Numbers to

Reveal Your Future right away!
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This book is very informative and very different from other books. You will get a very clear

knowledge about numerology. There is so much information about Zodiac signs, fortune telling,

Chinese magic square system, Indian numerical system and much more. It will help you to know

many things about fortune telling. So, you should get one copy if you are really interested about

Numerology.

Numerology is any belief in the divine, mystical relationship between a number and one or more

coinciding events. It is often associated with the paranormal, alongside astrology and similar

vindicator arts. This book will help you to know everything about numerology. You will be able to

know your own fortune and also other peopleâ€™s fortune. It will help you about many sacred texts

and ancient cultures. So I highly recommend this book.

This book contains in an informative description on history, origins and types of numerology.

Reading this book you will be able to create your numerology profile as well as using the amazing

knowledge in this insightful book, you must be able to find out what is stored for you in future. I

found this book is well enough to be introduced with the new world of wisdom and math magic.

A wide range of informative description on numerology that works as a self-help tool to guide me in

predicting future as well as determining what is in store for me. This book introduces me with the

method of telling about human characteristics and predicting future. It is basically a numerology

book that helps me to compute numbers and determine my purpose in life and instruct me to fulfill

my goals.

This book provides me with a great opportunity of gaining a wide range of information on

numerology that is associated with the ancient metaphysical science of numbers by which revealing

the blueprint of life is possible by name and birth date only. It helps me with uncovering the destiny



and goal of my life through a simple and easy-to-understand way. I got this book as a tool for

self-love and improving my relationship with others and myself.

This book will help you to give a detailed look at the basics of numerology to provide you with a

learning to calculate your personal numbers that have an insight into your personality, appearance

and the life path. I purchased this book to remove my doubt about the effect of numerology.

Reading this book, I gathered huge information about human personality based on number. It really

works !

Based on clear conceptabout Numerology we can uncoverwhat our destiny throughanalyzing

numbers. This ultimateguide book provides me with a gateway of learningto read and interpret the

numbers as well. It really works tomake you know yourself as well as your latent talent.I got this

book very impressive and interesting also.

Numerology can make a prediction about your future as well as analyze your characteristics and

personality by only depending on number related to your name and birth date. I just wondered

reading about numerology along with all its amazing features. This book including in a wide range of

informative description about numerology must help you to get introduced with such an amazing

topics and its exercising procedures. Even a beginner can come into touch of it by giving a

concentrated view over the pages of this book and make it work for himself or herself. It is strongly

recommended.
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